Lay door flat. If door is installed, pull pins to lay door flat.

Using included alcohol pad, clean off area where dentil shelf will be installed.

Test fit the location of the dentil shelf. Dentil shelf should be installed centered on the door and should not protrude onto the panels below the window.

Using 100% clear acrylic adhesive, spread a single 1/4" bead centered between the two pieces of adhesive tape. Then peel off the protective film from the pieces of adhesive tape.

Gently set dentil shelf in position. Verify correct location and then apply pressure across the entire dentil shelf, ensuring the tape is against the door across the entire shelf. Clean up any adhesive that may have squeezed out from the shelf.

Leave door to dry for at least 15 minutes before reinstallation.

Questions or Concerns: For guest assistance contact MASTERCRAFT® by sending an email to: MastercraftDoorHelp@MidwestManufacturing.com
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